Institutional Best Practices
Best Practice 1: “FUN AND LEARN”.
Objectives:
1) The main objective of this practice is to provide an opportunity to explore innovation amongst
students to identify and sort real life problems.
2) Group discussions, poster presentations, Mock Interviews encourage students to adopt
innovative techniques and develop their ideas and skills.
The context:
Fun and learn is a self initiated program which consists of six modules like 1) Group discussion
on Journal reviews 2) Mock interview 3) Personality Development 4) Industry Expert lecture 5) Poster
Presentation 6) Tree Plantation. These six modules provide a great platform to display the knowledge and
skills you have amassed over the years. Students go through a series of brainstorming sessions, rapid
problem solving sequences and experience a totally diverse form of learning, which they usually don’t
practice in their schools or colleges. It creates interest in student for practical application.
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Figure: Fun and Learn.

The practice:
In Fun and learn we have taken different initiative for the development of students like:
1) Group discussion on Journal reviews- In this different trending and upcoming journals are being
discussed and every student get the opportunity to discuss their own views.
2) Mock interview - The students are groomed according to the requirement for the campus drive and
different competitive exams.
3) Personality Development- Different workshops and seminars are organized in the college for the
development of the students with the help of soft skill trainer from different industries.
4) Industry Expert lecture- Technical workshops and seminars are being conducted to building the gap
between the industrial and academic knowledge.
5) Poster Presentation- Poster presentation is organized on different technical and non technical issues by
the student to find the inner skill other than the academics.
6) Tree Plantation- „ONE TREE ONE LIFE‟ - to make this happen institute organize tree plantation
program every year.

Evidence of Success:
The desirable form of competition is often referred to as positive, healthy, or cooperative competition.
As the name suggests, positive competition promotes an “everyone wins” attitude where team members work
collectively toward a common goal and the reward is communal.
Problems encountered:
Due to the busy schedule of industrial expert it is difficult to maintain the scheduled date and time.
As the numbers of the posters were more and all posters were at part so it became difficult for the reviewers to
select the best poster. Moreover the time constraint is the biggest problem encountered during the conduction
and evaluation of the result for the practice.

Best Practice 2: “ENERGY CONSERVATION”.
Objective:
To educate students regarding the necessity of energy conservation.
Context :
In the institute at each electric point a messaging paper is pasted saying “Kindly switch off the
lights when not in use” . This made the students as well as staff to understand the importance of energy.
Energy saving is energy generated.
Practice :
Energy conserving lights like CFL and LED’s are used in the campus..

Evidence of success:
This has reflected in reducing monthly electric bill .

Best Practice 3: “MENTORING”.
Objective:
To solve and reduce the student’s stress.
Context :
In the institute each student is assigned a Mentor.
Practice:
In each department a group of students is assigned a mentor who takes care of students and keeps
the record of all students. They talked & collects the problems of the students and give them solutions
with proper discussion between Mentor, HOD and Principal.
Evidence of success:
This has improved the performance of students in academic as well as they have become stress free.

